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Abstract 

This paper argues for the need to further theorise the concept of teacher professional 
learning communities and provides empirical evidence to support this case. The paper 
presents findings from an ongoing research project, which investigates the nature of teacher 
professional learning communities. The study reveals that actual communities do not 
conform to a normailized articulation of features, as outlined in much of the literature on this 
topic. Consequently, it represents an attempt to engage in the difficult but necessary task of 
simultaneously fashioning theory from practice, whilst interpreting theory, in practice. The 
study proposes that current functionalist understandings of teacher professional learning 
communities are based upon a literature base which is insufficiently nuanced to capture the 
complexity inherent within these bodies. A broader base of a more critical sociological 
literature is also drawn upon to better understand actual, "lived" teacher communities, which 
are somewhat difficult to describe. In part, such communities exhibit features of functionalist 
conceptions but they are also organic entities which may be quite unpredictable in their 
outcomes and cannot be reduced to specific features; they each have their own specific 
"logic of practice" (Bourdieu, 1990) which influences their activities, in their particular field. 
The argument proposed here is that in one particular community, this complexity may be 
represented by the many purposes which the community served, arguably often unbeknown 
to its members, which fashioned the actual community. This paper tries to add to the existing 
theoretical base of literature, at the same time as providing evidence to support this 
theorisation. 

Introduction 

The paper draws upon research undertaken into the nature of a teacher professional 
learning community, involving teachers from 4 primary schools, one secondary school and 
an environmental education centre in the Sunshine Coast region of south-east Queensland. 
The actual community created by these teachers was one which was not simply 
characterised by simplistic notions of uniformity of purpose and a set of shared norms and 
values, as conceptualised in much of the current literature. Instead, such a community was 
constituted by teachers with real concerns about how to achieve an understanding of the 
nature of their work, within the context of significant educational reform. 

While acknowledgment is made that some very recent accounts of the concept of teacher 
professional community are working towards a much more robust conception of the entity, 
these are generally constructed in response to existing essentially normative conceptions, 
based upon earlier empirical studies. Such studies need to be complemented by research 



which provides the opportunity for further theory development, on the basis of more current 
and detailed research. The analysis of findings presented in the latter part of this paper 
strives to achieve this goal. The paper sets out to describe not so much how the group 
differed from the "norm" but, rather, what an actual teacher professional learning community 
may look like, "in the flesh." It does so by referring to the purposes of the group, as evident 
in transcripts of meetings and field notes, over a period of approximately one year. The 
paper concludes by proposing some further questions which need to be addressed, in 
follow-up meetings with individual members of the Curriculum Board, in light of the findings 
to date. 

  

Context 

Developed in conjunction with a successful QTP funding initiative, the particular learning 
community in question, known hereafter as the 'Curriculum Committee', was established for 
two purposes. The original QTP funding proposal indicated that the purpose of the board 
was to establish a "seamless" curriculum from P-12, with an emphasis upon the Year 7/8 
transition, for the 5 schools and a neighbouring environmental education centre involved in 
the initiative (Transcript 13 March, 2002). In addition, it was designed to act as a catalyst for 
establishing individual "teacher professional learning communities," both within individual 
schools and across the cluster of 5 schools; this was at least partially in response to the 
release of the results of a major longitudinal study on school reform, the Queensland School 
Reform Longitudinal Study (QSRLS, 2001) which had intimated that professional learning 
communities of teachers in schools could assist in improving teachers' classroom practices 
and, consequently, students' academic and social outcomes. In short, it was seen to be a 
group which would act as a lynchpin advocating for teachers in their efforts to implement a 
P-10 curriculum, across five separate sites, in a co-ordinated manner. 

Promoted as an initiative which was essentially teacher-led, the Curriculum Committee grew 
from/was aligned with a successful QTP funding initiative submitted by the Deputy-principal 
of the secondary school, in conjunction with a principal from one of the member primary 
schools. The body was made up of approximately 10 teachers and several administration 
members from each of the schools involved. Most of the teachers attended regularly; the 
administrators' attendance was more sporadic. It was chaired by the secondary school 
librarian, usually at the secondary school. 

Meeting approximately once a month, it soon became apparent that while the group 
exhibited some features indicative of what the literature currently describes as a teacher 
professional learning community, it was also considerably different from the "norm." 

The Existing Literature 

The literature on teacher professional learning communities is relatively recent. Although 
there is evidence to suggest that early articulations of the concept existed around 1990 in 
the work of Talbert (1990 cited in Talbert, 1993) and Judith Warren Little (1990), the entity 
arguably arose in its current form in the work of Louis, Kruse and Bryk (1995). The particular 
conception they articulated referred specifically to school-based communities, which is the 
case for many conceptions of the notion of teacher professional learning community. Very 
recent articulations of the concept have adopted a broader perspective, which adds further 
complexity to the concept. This complexity is necessary because of the nature of teachers' 
collaborative arrangements, which often exist beyond school-based entities. This is not to 
disparage the importance of school-based communities, but to argue that the concept 
benefits from a more inclusive approach. 



Described in the literature as a teacher professional community (QSRLS, 2001), schoolwide 
professional community (Louis, Kruse & Marks, 1996), professional learning community 
(Louis & Toole, 2002), teacher learning community (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2003) these 
bodies are all undergirded by a belief in the importance of the value of teacher learning as a 
collaborative enterprise. The "schoolwide professional community" as articulated by Louis, 
Kruse & Marks (1996) referred to five elements of schoolwide professional community, 
which had been condensed slightly from the work of Louis, Kruse & Bryk (1995). Forming 
part of the Newmann & Associates (1996) School Restructuring Study, based in the 
University of Wisconsin, the notion of schoolwide professional community articulated was 
characterised by: shared norms and values, a focus on student learning, reflective dialogue, 
deprivatization of practice and collaboration. 

Shared norms and values related to how teachers perceived children and their ability to 
learn, teachers' roles and the nature of relationships (Louis, Kruse & Marks, 1996:181). This 
is reinforced by a focus upon student learning, in which the resources of the school are 
directed towards improving students' opportunities and capacities to learn (Louis, Kruse & 
Marks, 1996:182). Similarly, reflective dialogue refers to teachers' capacities to discuss their 
work in order to evaluate their work with students (Louis, Kruse & Marks, 1996:182). The 
consequence of this is deprivatization of practice which occurs when teachers discuss their 
individual practice and display elements of their practice, in public. Finally, collaboration 
refers to teachers' interacting with one another in purposeful ways (Louis, Kruse & Marks, 
1996:183). It infers the presence of each of the other elements of teacher professional 
learning communities and highlights the importance of personal interaction to achieve them 
(Louis, Kruse & Marks, 1996:183). The assumption is made within the work of Louis, Kruse 
& Bryk (1995) and Louis, Kruse & Marks (1996) that the presence of these elements will 
lead to improved learning by students. 

  

Reconceptualising Conceptions of Teacher Professional Learning Communities 

This assumption has not gone unchallenged. The QSRLS (2001) built upon this earlier work 
and articulated a conception of teacher professional community which closely approximates 
that articulated within the Newmann study. It found that there was some evidence to suggest 
that teacher professional community within schools may have beneficial effects upon 
classroom practices, but that this, in and of itself, was not sufficient. Subsequent analyses of 
the particular data set, which the QSRLS utilised, has suggested, that only minimal evidence 
exists of a connection between teacher professional community, (in its rearticulated, school-
based form developed by the Newmann (1996) researchers and adapted by the QSRLS) 
and classroom practices. The QSRLS (2001) recommended that both individual teacher 
capitals and teacher professional community were necessary to improve the chances of 
student learning. 

Furthermore, while such interaction is important, it is also necessary to guard against the 
type of contrived collegiality, which can become entrenched in educational environments 
wedded to the concept but not the substance of professional learning communities. This 
may be manifest in what Fullan & Hargreaves (1998) refer to as "balkanisation", 
"comfortable collaboration" or "contrived collaboration." Balkanised teachers may associate 
with particular groups of colleagues only. "Comfortable collaborators" may interact with one 
another, but not in a substantive manner, preferring to ignore issues of how to further 
improve their practice (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1998:55). Contrived collegiality is typified by the 
implementation of bureaucratic processes to encourage further interaction between staff-
members, but without any real substance. In his most recent work, Fullan (2001) refers to 
the benefits of a specific teacher professional learning community in a particular primary 



school, but his assessment of secondary schools suggests that the task of creating 
purposeful and sustainable communities is somewhat problematic: 

I must say, as others have, that they need major surgery, if not burial. Put 
positively, we need whatever it will take to create purposeful learning 
communities ... 

(Fullan, 2001:129) 

It is this notion of purpose which undergirds the argument presented in this paper. Part of 
Fullan's "whatever it will take" is to ensure that we firstly understand such entities. A more 
critical sociological approach towards such communities offers some possibilities for the 
development of a more nuanced understanding of these communities. 

Such communities should be, first and foremost, about teacher learning for student learning. 
However, comprehending "learning" is not as easy as it may at first seem. The ubiquitous 
nature of learning warrants sustained critique. Renshaw argues that: "[s]imply advocating 
learning per se is problematic because, to draw on an analogy with air, learning is 
everywhere, it envelops us and pervades our everyday life" (2002:1). Learning, in and of 
itself, does not guarantee a productive experience. 

Arguably, the particular version of learning which presents itself, at any given time, is 
necessarily an amalgam of previous articulations and the ideologies of those involved in the 
process; this invariably leads to tensions, as some articulations may be in direct opposition 
with others. This is evident in the Australian Council of Deans of Education, recent policy 
release New learning: A Charter for Education in Australia. The "new learning" being 
advocated for "...shaping a kind of person..." (ACDE, 2001: 62) is complex and multi-
faceted. The result is an individual who: 

...knows what they don't know; knows how to learn what they need to know; 
knows how to create knowledge through problem solving; knows how to 
create knowledge by drawing on informational and human resources around 
them; knows how to make knowledge collaboratively; knows how to nurture, 
mentor and teach others; and knows how to document and pass on personal 
knowledge. In sum, this kind of person is open to autonomous, assisted and 
collaborative learning 

(ACDE, 2001:62) 

Such an individual may be readily identified as someone who is a member of what Gee 
(2000) has described as the "portfolio generation," which requires the individual to be 
continually learning, in order to make oneself attractive to a fast-capital economy. However, 
this person is also someone who needs to be "shaped" by "alternative" paradigms, which 
are cognisant of other goals of education. 

To this end, McLaughlin & Talbert's (2001), Cochran-Smith & Lytle's (2003) and Lipman's 
(1998) studies of professional learning communities suggest a need to unearth 
teacher's/teachers-as-learners ideological perspectives about their students and the nature 
of the teaching and learning in which they engage. These authors argue that such 
communities should be undergirded by democratic conceptions, which enable learning for 
all. McLaughlin & Talbert's (2001) study of the context of secondary school teachers' work 
unearthed what can occur when strong school-wide professional communities and 
departmental professional communities are linked to particular conceptions of "learning": 



Some strong department communities we observed developed elaborate 
policies for testing their students and sorting them into course sequences and 
achievement levels. These professional communities enforced "traditional" 
methods of teaching, and teachers worked to transmit predetermined course 
material and to administer department tests that placed students in 
subsequent courses. In contrast, teachers in other strong department and 
school communities, centred their work on students and shared responsibility 
for students' mastery of content and progress in the curriculum. They 
developed "innovative' methods of instruction that achieved a better "fit" of 
course work to students without compromising expectations for students' 
conceptual learning. Subject matter in these school or department contexts 
was not seen as "given" but rather as material to be reviewed and revised 
based on the needs and academic accomplishments of their particular 
students. 

(McLaughlin & Talbert, 2001) 

Similarly, Cochran-Smith & Lytle (2003) outline different types of teacher communities, 
including those developed to develop "knowledge for practice", "knowledge in practice and 
"knowledge of practice". However, undergirding the "purposeful investigation" they advocate 
is a concern to "... think, talk, read, and write about their daily work, including its larger 
social, cultural, and political contexts in planned and intentional ways" (Cochran-Smith & 
Lytle, 2003:7). 

In short, learning should be undergirded by principles of justice and equity of access and 
reflective of the type of inclusive learning necessary for a truly democratic society 
(Dewey:1916). Such a learning framework is premised upon the need to engage in practices 
which actively promote variety and a plurality of interests and perspectives (Nixon, 1997:14). 
Nixon (1997) refers to "accommodating values" rather than "mediating interests." By 
advocating alternative futures to the fast capital approach of the human (as) capital, 
Renshaw (2002) drawing upon the work of Freire (1973), suggests this might be achieved by 
highlighting the power of learning premised upon dialogue: 

Dialogue for Freire was not simply the description of an interactive exchange 
between people, but a definition of how human relationships should be 
formed - namely, on the basis of equality, respect and a commitment to the 
authentic interests of participants. 

(Renshaw, 2002:4) 

This contrasts with typical learning relations which are maintained on the basis of objective 
interactions which are technical and specific in nature and characterised by an image of an 
individual who is altruistic and oriented towards the service of the public (Macdonald, 
1995:2). In short, learning needs to be recognised as a multifaceted enterprise which must 
grapple with a variety of perspectives, rather than simply imposing particular norms or 
values. It must include the voices of those least able to articulate their position. 

This might be achieved by what Nixon et al. (1997:5) describe as "the purposeful pursuit of 
agreement" between all stakeholders, including teachers, parents and students about the 
means and ends of education. Such a conception requires the teacher (and students) to be 
a different type of "learner" than is typically associated with the role. It also requires a clear 
understanding of the cultural context in which communities are established Toole & Louis' 
(2003). This contrasts strongly with common conceptions of professionalism, which are 
typically patriarchal (Witz, 1992) and which assume that all knowledge resides with the 



individual professional. More restricted approaches pale beside inclusive entities in which 
agreement "...grows qualitatively through its refusal to foreclose on the inclusion of 
difference" (Nixon, 1997:20). Consequently, teacher professional learning communities 
should be informed by those beyond their borders. Border crossing (Giroux, 1992) is a 
necessary precursor to informed decision-making. 

This is particularly important in the present era, when the epistemological uncertainty 
challenging traditional conceptions of bodies of knowledge (Lyotard, 1984, Harvey, 1989) 
has resulted in a questioning of the fundamental goals of education and the way in which 
these might be achieved. Nixon et al. (1997:15) make the point that the professional as 
learner is one who requires "...a commitment to living with ... uncertainty and to learning 
within it." The reconceptualisation of identity as something continually undergoing revision 
requires that the learner is someone continually engaged in the process of learning. This 
requires the professional teacher be someone who approaches learning as unpredictable 
and transient, the professional learner as one who acts to organise him or herself (Nixon et 
al., 1997:13). Furthermore, there is an emphasis upon the skills necessary for such an 
orientation, including those associated with empowering learners to learn, to comprehend 
understanding itself and to find ways to enable understanding to be shared (Nixon, et al., 
1997:13). 

Such a purposeful pursuit of agreement is no easy matter and highly dependent upon the 
context in which such learning is undertaken. The types of communities of teachers which 
arise within schools should be characterised by openness to alternative approaches and 
diversity of opinion and a preparedness to engage with conflict. This is not always the case. 
This is perhaps due in part to an unrealistic, conceptual "fuzziness" surrounding notions of 
community which do not adequately acknowledge the difficulty of sustaining real 
communities, which in turn denigrates the possibility of overcoming problems inherent within 
all communities. This lack of propensity to acknowledge the actual character of real 
communities may be attributed to classical models of community, which reify the positive 
aspects of community. Such material typically establishes a dichotomy between community 
and the "non-community"/society, simultaneously valorising the former while castigating the 
latter. Even within the school reform literature, Sergiovanni's perspective typifies the 
traditional acritical approach to the notion of community. To Sergiovanni (1994), community 
is about sharing common ideas and values, as opposed to a more conflictual settlement: 

Communities are collections of individuals who are bonded together by 
natural will and who are together binded to a set of shared ideas and ideals. 
This bonding and binding is tight enough to transform them from a collection 
of "Is" into a collective "we." As a "we," members are part of a tightly knit web 
of meaningful relationships. This "we" usually shares a common place and 
over time comes to share common sentiments and traditions that are 
sustaining. 

(Sergiovanni, 1994:xvi) 

In contrast, Bauman (2001) argues that the "really existing community" can be a harsh entity 
for both members and non-members alike. It demands '...stern obedience in exchange for 
the services it renders or promises to render' (Bauman, 2001:4). He refers to the processes 
of disengagement which characterise much of the modern world and which are responsible 
for many individuals' perpetual search for security. The community is not the positive binary 
opposite of society (Tonnies, 1963), but at times, a refuge. It is also an ambivalent refuge 
(Young, 1999) in which notions of "we" (Sennett, 1998) simultaneously include and exclude. 
Young (1999) has argued that increased individuality and changes to traditional work 
patterns typical of late modernity are responsible for a "dystopia of exclusion" (Young, 1999) 



in which different groups become alienated from one another via exclusionary processes. 
The end result is a society characterised by fragmentation in which and given group is 
unwilling to engage with any "other" than itself. This is an important warning for any 
community which espouses to assist those beyond its membership. 

  

Teacher Professional Learning Community as a Lived Community 

(Methodological Gesturings) 

If a theoretical argument can be mounted which critiques traditional conceptions of teacher 
professional learning communities, is there evidence in the field to support such a 
perspective and how can we comprehend it? What does an actual teacher professional 
learning community suggest about the veracity of such a perspective? Are such 
communities ones in which there is a variety of perspectives and a plurality of interests, 
often in conflict, or are alternative perspectives quashed? Are there vibrant discussions 
about the means and ends of education and the role of other teachers, students and parents 
within these discussions? Is there a purposeful pursuit of agreement, based on the principles 
of inclusion, rather than exclusion? Is the actual community a harsh entity demanding 
obedience to its strictures? Is there a commitment to living with uncertainty and learning 
within such uncertainty? Are shared norms and values identifiable? Are they worthy? Is 
collaboration meaningful? These and a plethora of other questions can only be addressed 
with reference to the lived experiences of individuals in such communities. 

Is a community reflective of such a critical approach? In Lingard's (2000) terms "it is and it 
isn't." Actual communities tend to be far too complex to be understood in terms of simplistic 
dichotomies. The following analysis of a particular teacher professional learning community 
attempts to interpret a community of teachers in action, to determine what is has to say 
about normative and critical conceptions of community. It argues that the community in 
question may be understood in terms of the "3Ps." This particular community is defined by 
the way in which it undertakes the roles of "planning," "pedagogy" and "performativity." An 
overview of 12 months of field notes, consisting of observations and transcripts from 
meetings suggests that the community spent much of its time considering its purpose, its 
reason for existing and that this provided an insight into how it organised its activities. It does 
not pretend to provide an authoritative analysis of what is occurring within such 
communities, but simply to provide some justification for the argument that such 
communities are indeed complex and provide evidence for the need for a "new basics" of 
teacher professional learning communities which goes beyond simply casting aside 
functionalist conceptions and advocating the "new." 

To be able to make sense of these experiences, it is necessary to recognise that 
communities are social spaces, redolent with particular sets of interactions, and that our 
interpretations of such spaces account for the resonances within such communities. 
Consequently, particular sets of methods of data collection can only be best interpreted 
within a framework which enables, rather than constrains, the exploration of the complexity 
of such interactions. Bourdieu's notions of habitus, capitals and fields as enacted within what 
he describes as particular logics of practice, enable researchers to make sense of teacher 
professional learning communities as complex entities. 

Bourdieu's notion of habitus implies that teachers will respond to circumstances in a 
particular manner, as a result of the social processes which constitute and which are 
manifested through their bodily hexis. Consequently, it can be posited that teachers who are 
familiar with membership of teacher professional learning communities exhibit particular 



characteristics which come to be associated with such communities and contribute towards 
their own bodily inscriptions. In other words, they possess or come to possess the necessary 
embodied capital in order to respond in a particular manner, when a change in practice is 
promulgated. (They also possess a particular "way of being" which is resistant to some 
forms of "being" in the world) (Bourdieu, 1990). This is dependent upon their place in the 
world/s they occupy. 

The concept of the 'field,' is also necessary to understand what is occurring at the research 
site. The concept of fields highlights the interplay of factors, within any given site; it is within 
fields that certain logics of practice operate. The concept of fields is useful because 
members of the Curriculum Committee 'do things' in a certain way, as a result of exposure to 
the particular logics of practice, which operate within this particular field. This body operates 
in particular ways, as a result of the particular logics of practice, which are different from 
those operating within each of the school sites (which, in turn, are different from one 
another). 

This leads onto the third and final Bourdieuian construct which needs to inform 
methodological considerations, namely the concept of 'capital'. The notion of 'capital' is used 
by Bourdieu in a broader sense than implied in the economic field. Each of us have access 
to different forms of what Bourdieu (in Richardson, 1986) described as cultural, economic, 
social and symbolic capital. Bourdieu refers to the importance of the process of acquiring 
embodied capital which involves the transference of external wealth into what he describes 
as 'the habitus', the expression of which defines a person. This process is possible because 
the world in which we live ascribes within us certain values, beliefs, attitudes, ways of doing 
things and capacities. In effect, as Bourdieu states '...the social world is accumulated 
history...' (Bourdieu in Richardson, 1986:46); if we are to comprehend it, we must 
acknowledge that this is the case. 

A synthesis of notions of habitus, capitals, fields is a particularly useful means of 
comprehending a particular social space and the logics of practice which constitute them 
and the various strategies which individual actors play out, according to their own agentive 
constitution. Words and actions, as artefacts of individuals, in action, provide insights into 
actual lived communities. A focus upon the purpose of a particular community of teachers, in 
collaboration with one another, is a helpful means of explicating community in action, theory 
in practice and practice in theory. 

The Purposeful Community 

The purpose of the teacher professional learning community, the Curriculum Committee, 
was to promote the development of a seamless curriculum from P-12, via the establishment 
of networks of teachers from each of the schools involved. Such a role was seen as 
necessary in the context of considerable curriculum reform in the state of Queensland. The 
secondary school and one of the primary schools were implementing the "New Basics" 
curriculum and the remaining three schools were involved in introducing the P-10 Key 
Learning Areas via the outcomes based syllabuses, which have been progressively released 
in Queensland since 2000. In addition, in this context, considerable emphasis has been 
placed upon the importance of the "middle years of schooling." Consequently, the decision 
was made to apply for QTP funding, ostensibly to develop a more integrated curriculum 
within the middle years of schooling, but also to act as the impetus for the development of 
teacher communities across the schools in the P - 3, 4 - 6 and 7 - 9 cohorts. The function of 
co-ordinating the planning of these activities was ascribed to/taken up by the Curriculum 
Board, a group of teachers who volunteered to be involved in the process, from its inception. 
Whilst its purpose was ostensibly related to planning and there is much evidence of this in 
the group's activities, the group was also characterised by certain logics of practice, via 



actor's strategic actions, which suggest that other objectives were also deemed important. 
There is significant evidence to suggest that issues of purpose as performativity and 
purpose as pedagogy also figured prominently. The community in question advocated much 
more than a mythical set of shared norms and values around a purist conception of teacher 
learning for student learning. 

Purpose as Planning 

A key role of the Curriculum Committee was to assist in the process of curriculum renewal, 
as a critical element of school reform, in each of the schools in which its members were 
teaching. However, the actual planning in which the group was engaged extended beyond 
curriculum alone. In keeping with the findings of the QSRLS (2001), the group also 
addressed assessment and pedagogy, whilst considering issues specifically relating to the 
curriculum; they made a concerted effort to align Bernstein's (1971) "three message 
systems" of schooling - curriculum, pedagogy and assessment - as a necessary precursor to 
fostering improved learning opportunities for students. Their interactions also indicate, 
however, that they were engaged in a considerable amount of planning which was not 
directly related to aligning the three message systems, for increased student learning. 

The logic of practice/strategies utilised within the group was such that planning and 
clarification of role were frequently undertaken simultaneously; what was actually planned at 
any given point was a consequence of how the group/group members perceived 
itself/themselves at that point and also served to construct how the group perceived itself. As 
a result, evidence of a long-term focus and the purposeful pursuit of specific goals were not 
always present. The end result was a high degree of complexity, an ongoing articulation of 
purpose and a community which perceived the need to engage in a considerable degree of 
identity construction. In short, the group was characterised by a good deal of reasoning 
about the reason for its existence. 

This complexity was evident in the early stages of the community's formation. At one point, 
there was an interchange between members of the group about how to build upon an earlier, 
voluntary, in-service day relating to the concept of "productive pedagogies". The day was 
facilitated by an academic from the university where the concept of productive pedagogies 
was developed. The tool had been transmogrified into a professional development entity, 
which had proved useful in helping teachers to focus upon their teaching practice, in 
different school sites across the state. The feedback from the earlier in-service day verified 
this: 

Alison: It [the workshop] was highly successful. I think everyone who attended 
just thought it was really, really worthwhile. In fact, Trisha and I were both just 
saying, it was probably better than the protocols day. We got more out of it. 

(13 Sept. 2001:1) 

This established the groundwork for a discussion about what needed to occur next: 

Mika: I'm interested in ideas about how we can use the benefit of what we got 
on Saturday. I think the Saturday's productive pedagogy workshop was quite 
good, and I don't want us to just leave it at that and then do the next lot the 
same. 

Alison: What's the next step? 



Mika: Yeah, what is the next step? And I don't have a next step, but I think 
that's important that we make sure that those staff that attended on that 
Saturday have some follow-up that we do next term ... 

(13 Sept. 2001:5/6) 

This indecision may be interpreted a number of ways. Firstly, Mika, as the chair of the group, 
may be seen to be providing the opportunity for those involved to collaborate together to 
decide how to proceed. She made the point that she believed it was important to ensure that 
earlier professional development activities were consolidated. This led to a discussion in 
which several people proffered the need for another initiative which would account for the 
fact that only a select number of teachers from the schools involved had actually participated 
in this in-service activity. There was evidence of an understanding of the complexity of their 
task and of the need to work with varying perspectives: 

Andy: We can try ... we can try and railroad the agenda as much as we can 
into 7/8 link units, because that's what we're all about 

Mika: That's right and that's what a lot of those people that were here that day 
were interested in doing. Not all of them, but a portion. 

Andy: Yeah, I think, and I don't know how it's going to pan out, but I think 
that's what I'm thinking about, from what Mitch just mentioned. You know, we 
need something else for the people who have done the 1 day, we've got the 
people who have done the 3 days, so you've got all these people at different 
points in time. And we've got all the virtual schools people too, so we're going 
to have to have a conversation with [the workshop deliverer] about ... 

(13 Sept. 2001:6/7) 

Clearly, there was the opportunity for members of the group to contribute towards the means 
and ends of education and there was evidence of them engaging in dialogue and of 
grappling with the uncertainty surrounding their task, as evident in Andy and Mika's 
reinforcement of one another's perspectives. It could be argued there was also a reasonable 
degree of concord between members of the group, perhaps a purposeful pursuit of 
agreement. Andy's comments could also be interpreted a number of ways. As deputy 
principal of one of the larger schools, his comments carried considerable institutional 
authority, (and, I would argue, in this individual's case, personal authority). While Andy was 
in agreement with Mitch, he also appeared to have a particular agenda in mind which may 
not necessarily have accorded with all of those influenced by the group's actions. The notion 
of "railroading the agenda" may have been indicative of an effort to maintain a focus upon 
particular norms, norms which may either stifle or enhance the group's activities. In this 
particular context, and in light of the evidence from other meeting transcripts and notes, it 
appears that this was done to assist the group in maintaining its focus upon its core purpose, 
in accordance with QTP funding regulations. It was a response to the group's efforts to 
identify their principal purpose. Of course, it may also be argued that it adumbrated the need 
to pursue agreement with all parties affected. This included teachers at each of the schools 
involved, who may not have the opportunity to be involved in this planning 

In contrast to this, the planning process also indicated a community which was interested in 
feedback from teachers. In response to suggestions about whether or not to ask a particular 
presenter to deliver at an inservice day towards the end of the year, the suggestion was 
made to ask teachers who would be participating in the inservice: 



Mitch: Is there the possibility of us going to the staff and 
asking the staff what they think maybe we need? 

Mika: Well, we did ask that in our student free days and 
we didn't get much in the way of responses, 
unfortunately. People were saying 

[ ]: Oh, we got responses!! 

Mika: Yes, but they want planning time, which is 
understandable, but 

(13 March, 2002:33) 

Different perspectives were taken into account and individuals justified their point of view, 
whilst other member of the group listened to varying viewpoints. It also stimulated a 
discussion about both the means and ends of what members of the group were hoping to 
achieve. This interchange also reinforced another important purpose of this particular 
professional learning community. As an entity which was focused upon planning for 
curriculum renewal and fostering the development of teacher networks, across and within 
schools, the group performed an important pedagogic function. The second last line of the 
exchange also indicates that the group may not have been quite as prepared to deal with the 
implications of a number of negative responses to an inservice opportunity organised by the 
group and facilitated by teachers from the school, in collaboration with staff from a particular 
university in Queensland. Planning sometimes involved a process of "non-planning". 

Purpose as Pedagogy 

The group also acted as an important means of imparting information to members. 
Strategies were enacted to promulgate discussion about teacher learning for student 
learning; discussions, however, ranged well beyond this focus. A considerable degree of 
deprivatization of practice was evident from the way in which members of the group 
engaged with colleagues. This was particularly the case as they endeavoured to co-
construct the core of their work as teachers and how this could be articulated into worthwhile 
learning for colleagues. 

An example of the Curriculum Committee's efforts to inform its members occurred in relation 
to the work of a similar cross-school collaborative group. This was evident in an earlier 
meeting of the group in which members were expressing concerns about this particular 
community. Some members of the curriculum board were also members of the other group: 

Mitch: There's that many people that it's covering, that, at any 
1 meeting, you'll see people that you've never seen at 
meetings before. And at any one meeting, there're people 
who've been to five meetings and people who are coming to 
their fist one 

Andy: Hmmm 

Mitch: People who don't know what went on in the meeting before and it's just 
... 



Andy: So, what's our learning from that? We've got to learn from that because 
those networks have been tried for a couple of years. 

Mitch: Well, like I said to Mika, at least with this group, it's the same people; 
we have an agenda - we're working through it. You know, it's only slack 
people like myself who haven't been 

[laughter] 

Mitch: haven't been for a while! 

Alison: We have mentioned your name a few times! 

(13 September 2001:30/31) 

This transaction indicates that members were concerned with learning from the experiences 
of another group to ensure that they did not replicate their errors. Such collaboration could 
hardly be described as contrived or comfortable. There was a clear understanding on the 
part of all involved that certain procedures needed to be put in place to ensure that the group 
remained focused. Even the tone of the banter indicated a recognition that steps were in 
place to ensure that a norm was being established which recognised the validity of the 
group's work and that there was an expectation that members would attend meetings and 
engage in the agenda. Their's was important work and this was made clear to members. 

Nevertheless, this consensus was not always apparent, and often for good reason. During 
an exchange about whether to invite a particular guest speaker to deliver an in-service 
opportunity to members of the board's school communities, one of the members of the board 
made a salient point about the impact of one-off workshops: 

Alison: Yeah, I don't know. Maybe. I mean...my thinking to, is that, you know 
we can be spoken to, talked to, ... I mean how many conferences ... You 
know, you hear people, time after time, immemorial ... Does it really get to the 
nuts and bolts of implementing and making it really worthwhile for teachers 
and this is where I'm thinking, how can we make it, since we've got this 
money, how can we make it, that teachers are going to get thrilled and 
excited and interested and get into the rich tasks and make it worthwhile? 

Cecily: See teachers are so pragmatic, that if it's a practical session 

Alison: I mean I've had the same thing now ... yep, I can remember it was 
really great fun ...Ummm, what we did in the session. Have I used that same 
particular one in my classroom? No. I mean ... I've heard so many different 
people. I mean I'm not ...she's [the facilitator] you know, really exciting. 

(13 March 2002:33) 

This exchange indicated that the community was indeed interested in providing worthwhile 
experiences for members, which built upon earlier in-service opportunities, but that it also 
saw its role to inform one another about the shortcomings of particular ways of achieving 
this. The teacher who expressed reservations about the traditional in-service activities 
offered was able to do so because the group was characterised not by a numbing conformity 
to a stultifying and not necessarily educative set of shared norms and values but by an 



endorsement of the validity of alternative perspectives, informed by the need of living with 
uncertainty and of having to learn within that context. 

These comments were reinforced in a later exchange after a visit from the critical friend of 
the cluster. The critical friend indicated in his report that there was not a clear understanding 
about the role of the curriculum board, amongst teachers at each of the school sites: 

Cecily: Is it time then though, because ummm, Phil did say, it seemed like it 
didn't appear clear out at the base level. It was OK, it was clear up here but 
not down there with individual teachers, when it was, when people were 
asked what do they see the cluster as; they didn't seem to have an idea of 
what they thought the cluster was. 

Rod: Does it matter whether they know what the cluster is or not? 

Mika: We, we had that discussion in our time to discuss whether it does or it 
doesn't. I mean, I would say our staff probably know it exists and that would 
be all the majority of them ... 

[ ]: As far as they want to go? 

Mika: Hmmm [in agreement] 

(18 July, 2002) 

This conversation indicated that the issue of how informed teachers needed to be about the 
group's efforts had been discussed. From a normative perspective, such comments suggest 
that the group needed to continue to inform members' colleagues in schools, about its 
activities. This particular conversation resulted in the affirmation of the value of the different 
teacher networks, which the curriculum board had established. These were agreed to as the 
best means of improving understanding of the group's work. This affirmation was not, 
however, the result of coercion on the part of individual members of the group, but was the 
outcome of deliberations which ensued from the above conversation. Sustained dialogue 
had enabled a shared understanding about the value of a particular communication system, 
the various teacher networks established across the five schools and the environmental 
centre in the cluster. 

Purpose as Performativity 

Sustained dialogue does not, however, necessarily result in the promulgation of ideas and 
values which are geared towards teacher learning for student learning. The issue of 
performativity is an important one, particularly in the current moment. It can influence core 
activities in subtle but substantial ways. 

In a latter meeting, attended by the principals of four of the five schools, reference was made 
by the principal of one of the schools to the need to ensure that the work of the group was 
purposeful, in terms of teacher learning for student learning: 

Todd: Can I just throw something in. We've done a lot on productive 
pedagogies. We still don't know exactly what's going on in these classrooms. 
I know there has been some discussion about it generally; we sit down and 
talk about it, but I'm not ummmm ....I'd like to get some sort of feeling about 
what impact you've had on what's going on in the classroom. 



(18 July, 2002:7) 

Such a comment served to redirect the discussion occurring at this particular point, back to 
teaching and learning. Up until this point, much of the discussion related to organising 
external facilitators for an upcoming student free day in term 4. This was quickly followed by 
a discussion about the value of "e-learner," an electronic lesson planning programme, which 
had recently been advertised within Education Queensland. It was in this context that the 
principal's comment was made. The discussion which ensued from this comment enabled 
several members of the group to speak about the programme and to explain how it could 
assist teachers in developing more coherent teaching and learning activities. 

However, such is the slippage surrounding issues of teaching and learning, within all fields 
associated with schooling, that this comment was soon followed by a statement, by the 
same person, which appears quite antithetical. Clearly, there are a myriad of reasons for 
why members of the group focus upon teaching and learning and what occurs in the 
classroom is only one of them: 

Todd: I'm talking about the District Director 
who's asking 'em all these questions, I suppose 

[ ]: How is productive pedagogy... 

Todd: How is productive pedagogy changed 
because of that, you know? And that's the sort 
of question that he's going to be asking. You 
know ... what, what has changed in each 
classroom? Now I can say in some classrooms, 
but I can't tell you about every single classroom 
in the school. And, and I will be asked about 
that. 

(18 July, 2002:7) 

Consequently, the purpose of the group may be seen to have undergone another 
transformation, which seems to have relatively little to do with directly engendering a 
purposeful discussion or analysis about the means and ends of education. The culture of 
performativity means that what may be ostensibly be considered strategies to be 
implemented for reasons of teaching and learning can also be utilised for other purposes, 
not the least of which is to satisfy accountability requirements. 

Similarly, the group in question also tended to place considerable emphasis upon funding 
and ensuring that remuneration was in keeping with the QTP regulations. This, like the 
emphasis upon personal accountability characterises part of the logic of practice of the 
community under investigation. This was the case from the earliest stages of the group's 
existence: 

Mika: Do we want to keep minutes? Does 
anyone feel strongly that we need to? Do we 
need to, Andy? 

Andy: Hmmm 

Mika: We do. OK. I'll just... 



Andy: Just the nature of what we're doing and 
the fact that we're accountable to um QTP, for 
our funding. We've got to show ... we've got to 
keep an eye on the money! 

(13 Sept. 2001:1) 

In the main, while there was considerable dialogue related to funding, there was a lack of 
sustained dialogue around the specific educational means and ends surrounding the use of 
that funding. In some instances, the norm or shared values of the group seemed to 
reverberate around ensuring that the funding was utilised, by the time it had to be: 

Rodd: One of our objectives is to use this $17 000 

Mitch: By when? 

[ ]: End of year. 

Alison: And also, but as a school, we also ] 

Mika: And I must admit, I have a concern, that 
at the rate that we've gone, we're going to have 
a bucket of money left. 

Chris: Oh, OK 

[ ]: We're very frugal 

Mika: Well, we have been 

[ ]: We're tight 

(13 March 2002:18) 

These comments were passed in relation to decisions about the best way to fund a meeting 
of Year 7 teachers to meet together to discuss what was occurring at Year 7 in each of the 
schools and in Year 8 at the high school. It was part of the outcome of deliberations about 
whether a full or half day should be used and whether this should be costed via QTP funding 
or from individual schools' internal teacher relief schemes. 

This theme of an emphasis upon funding carried through to later meetings. The transcript 
from five months after this meeting indicates continued concerns about ensuring that a focus 
upon funding was sustained: 

Mika: One of ... the cost was the important thing 
for them and umm, I think it's a reminder for us 
... I've written in the activity and the venue and a 
little bit of detail... 

Libby: QTP needs it 

Mika: They do, yeah. 



Libby: And they also ... for the auditor ... they're 
coming in a couple of weeks to the school ... 
they need what we attended that came under 
QTP and what was the event or application 
number ... 

Mika: Ohhhh 

Libby: ... and also the cost 

(28 August, 2002:1) 

  

This particular conversation continued in a similar vein, with comment being made that the 
chair of the Curriculum Committee should account for photocopying costs and even the use 
of school computers to email group members about upcoming meetings. Whilst issues of 
uncertainty about what should be included and what should not, there was relatively little 
reference to broader conceptions of teacher and student learning in such transactions. At 
several points, an administrative focus had essentially sidetracked members of the group, 
which reduced the extent to which they were able to focus upon more substantive issues. 
Whilst it is acknowledged that the nature of such an undertaking requires the need to remain 
vigilant to satisfying administrative requirements, it is reasonable to assume that this is only 
of value when considered in relation to how it relates to the more substantive issues of 
teaching and learning. A norm had been established, a "working consensus" arrived at, but it 
had little to do with a focus upon learning. 

Conclusion 

This study provides an important insight into a teacher professional learning community in 
action. While such environments may be characterised by shared sets of norms and values, 
a focus upon student learning, reflective dialogue, deprivatization of practice and 
collaboration, what these actually meant was only able to be understood by looking carefully 
at the community, in action. It was an environment in which there were shared norms and 
values, but these were not always necessarily purposeful in terms of advocating democratic 
conceptions of learning and had to be worked for, sometimes at considerable emotional cost 
to particular individuals. There was not necessarily always a focus upon student learning; on 
several occasions, emphasis was placed on more peripheral matters. Nevertheless, there 
was evidence of reflective dialogue, focused upon student learning, teacher learning, the 
establishment of a "seamless curriculum" or teacher networks. Much of the debate regarding 
planning was informed by an awareness of the importance of ensuring that there was a 
sustained focus upon teacher learning for student learning. While teachers were not always 
happy to share their experiences, there were many occasions when they were. The extent to 
which purposeful collaboration occurred was variable, but present. Perhaps this was most 
evident in the group's work as pedagogues. The community was inclusive of perspectives 
beyond its membership, but it did also act as an exclusionary "we" at times. Finally, the 
pressures of performativity, arguably beyond their control, had a significant impact upon 
what they were able to achieve. 

What is missing from this analysis is sufficient detail about the reasons for why members of 
the group responded as they did, at particular points in time. It would be fallacious to utilise 
the accumulated knowledge to date to either praise or disparage the activities of the group, 
particularly given research evidence suggest that it takes approximately three years to effect 
change in a primary school and six years to effect change in a secondary school (Fullan, 



2000). What is to be commended, however, was their continued efforts to overcome 
problems as they arose and to remain committed to an overall vision of improving teaching 
and learning opportunities for the teachers and students in their respective schools. The task 
confronting the particular group in question was/is extraordinarily complex and worthy of 
further investigation. Consequently, to gain a better understanding of the work of the 
Curriculum Committee, questions which could be asked of individual group members could 
include: 

How did the group come to be in existence? Who was involved? What were the steps 
involved in its development? Which groups/individuals were instrumental in its development? 

What are the aims of the group? 

Who decided on these? 

How successful has the group been to date in achieving its purpose? 

Why is this the case? 

What sorts of factors constrained a more sustained focus upon student learning, especially 
more inclusive forms of learning? 

How might negative factors be overcome? 

How might positive factors be further encouraged? 

Whose responsibility is it to address these matters? 

What next? 

In summary, this paper has argued for the need to adopt a cautious approach to functionalist 
interpretations of notions of teacher professional learning communities. It has presented 
theoretical and empirical data to advocate for the need for a more critical approach to such 
studies, but has done so in the knowledge that the contribution of this more functionalist 
literature should not be ignored. In uncertain times, it does not necessarily serve the purpose 
of advancing knowledge to simply cast aside that which does not fit neatly into one or 
another "grand narrative." A little tension helps remind us of the need to continue to engage 
with one another to better understand our world. This is a necessary precursor to improving 
it, for all. 
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